Abstract. In this paper we obtain a set of five new transmutations of the mother formula. Further, we obtain the second set of ten exact metafunctional equations by crossbreeding on every two elements of the previous set. Elements of the last set represent a kind of synergetic formulae describing cooperative interactions between corresponding sets of values of basic classical functions.
1. Introduction
Let us remind that the following set of values #ˇˇˇˇζˆ1
2`i t˙ˇˇˇˇ2 + , tf 1 ptqu " tsin 2 tu, tf 2 ptqu " tcos 2 tu, tf 3 ptqu " tcos 2tu, t P rπL, πL`U s, U P p0, π{4q, L P N (1.1) generate the following secondary asymptotic complete hybrid formula (see [7] , (3.7), [6] - [9] , k 1 " k 2 " k 3 " 1)ˇˇˇζˆ1
2`i α r " α r pU, πL, f l q, r " 0, 1, l " 1, 2, 3,
and
is the first reverse iteration of the basic segment
by means of the Jacob's ladder, see [2] , [3] .
1.2. Next, we have obtained in our paper [8] the set of six transmutations of the mother formula (1.2). For example, there are continuum sets
for example, even so this one is generated (internally) mainly by the functioňˇˇˇζˆ1
(comp. (1.8), (1.9) and [9] , (1.6) -(1.11)).
Remark 2. The morphology (external structure for us) of the formula (1.10), as well as for all other formulae in the Theorem, is unambiguous determined by the mother formula (1.2) and by corresponding operation of crossbreeding.
Remark 3. Consequently, the following is true: all ten exact meta-functional equations obtained in this paper are the direct descendants of the mother formula (1.2).
Remark 4. From the point of view of our ζ-alchemy, the global synergetic formula (1.10) represents the result (ζ-compound ) of cooperative interactions excited by the functionˇˇˇˇζˆ1 2`i t˙ˇˇˇb etween the sets (substances)
t| snps, k 1 q|u, t| cnps, k 2 q|u, t| dnps, k 3 q|u, t| snps, k 4 q|u, t| cnps, k 5 q|u, t| dnps, k 6 q|u,
where tP u is the set of corresponding poles. Of course, we may write another nine classes on basis of our Theorem in Section 3 of this paper.
Remark 5. The synergetic formula (1.10) represents the completely new type of formula simultaneously for the following theories: (a) Riemann's zeta-function, (b) Jacobi's elliptic functions, (c) Bessel's functions.
Remark 6. This paper is also based on new notions and methods in the theory of the Riemann's function we have introduced in our series of 51 papers concerning Jacob's ladders. These can be found in arXiv[math.CA] starting with the paper [1] .
2. Further infinite set of transmutation of the mother formula 2.1. We define the level curves (comp. [9] , (1.10), (1.11)) (2.1)
as the loci 
such that the following formula holds true (transmutation of (1.2)):
2.2. Let us consider now the functions (2.5) psq n4 , psq n5 , psq n6 , @pn 4 , n 5 , n 6 q P N 3 .
We define for them the level curves (2.6)
as the loci
for every fixed and admissible U, L, n 4 , n 5 , n 6 , correspondingly. Now we have, see (1.2), (2.7) and [8] , (4.8), the following Lemma 2. For every fixed and admissible U, L and for every fixed pn 1 , n 2 , n 3 q, pn 4 , n 5 , n 6 q P N 3 there are the sets
such that we have the following formula (transmutation of (1.2)): 
such that the following formula (transmutation of (1.2)) holds true: 2.4. We define, for Bessel's functions (2.14) J p4 psq, J p5 psq, J p6 psq, s P C, pp 4 , p 5 , p 6 q P Z 3 , the level curves
such that the following formula (transmutation of (1.2)) holds true: 
